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In April 2015, a M7.8 earthquake occurred less than one month before a M7.3 earthquake near Kodari, Nepal. The Nepal earthquake sequences also include four larger (M > 6) aftershocks. To reveal the interrelation between the main shock and the aftershocks, we check the role of coseismic coulomb stress triggering on aftershocks that follow the M7.8 main shock. Based on the focal mechanisms of the aftershocks and source models of the main shock, the coulomb failure stress changes on both of the focal mechanism nodal planes are calculated. In addition, the coulomb stress changes on the focal sources of each aftershock are also calculated. A large proportion of the M > 6 aftershocks occurred in positive coulomb stress areas triggered by the M7.8 main shock. The secondary triggering effect of the M7.3 aftershock is also found in this paper. More specifically, the M7.3 aftershock promoted failure on the rupture plane of the M6.3 aftershock. Therefore, we may conclude that the majority of larger aftershocks, which accumulated positive coulomb stress changes during the sequence, were promoted or triggered by the main shock failure. It suggests that coulomb stress triggering contributed to the evolution of the Nepal M7.8 earthquake sequence.

1. Introduction

The 2015 Nepal M7.8 earthquake occurred as a result of thrust faulting near the main frontal thrust interface system between the subducting India plate and the overriding Eurasia plate to the north. The epicenter, size, and focal mechanism of the M7.8 earthquake are consistent with its occurrence on the detachment associated with the Main Himalayan Thrust, which defines the subduction thrust interface between the India and Eurasia plates (Figure 1). This event was followed by many aftershocks, the largest being an M7.3 earthquake on May 12, 17 days after the main shock. The M7.3 aftershock was located 150 km to the east, which ruptured much of the detachment between these two strong earthquakes. Among the aftershocks, there are four larger (M > 6) earthquakes.

After the great earthquake, there is often accompanied with a large number of aftershocks. What is the interrelation and interaction between the main shock and aftershocks? Aftershock activities may be promoted or triggered when the coulomb stress on the fault plane is increased by as little as 0.1 bar [1]. A small increase in coulomb failure stress due to the earlier shock activity can trigger subsequent aftershocks [2]. For the coulomb stress triggering, the elastic displacement model was established in 1990s [3]. Based on the elastic displacement model of great earthquakes, the coulomb failure stress changes on the receiver fault planes can be calculated and investigated. Researches on coulomb stress triggering in recent years show that the main earthquake could change the coulomb stress on the nearby faults plane and then make the aftershocks easy to occur or delayed to occur [4]. Here we investigate whether the calculating coulomb stress change from the main shock may have caused the cascading failure that triggers the subsequent aftershock sequence.

Previous studies of many earthquake cases show that the increased area of coulomb failure stress is obviously conducive to the subsequent aftershock occurrence but the decreased area is not conversely [5]. Based on the source models of the Nepal M7.8 earthquake, the static coulomb failure stress changes induced by the M7.8 main shock are calculated. Then we discuss the relationship between the coseismic coulomb stress changes and the aftershocks.
In this paper, by using the Coulomb 3.3 program [4], which implements the elastic half space of Okada [3], we calculate the coulomb stress changes due to the main shock and investigate whether the M7.8 earthquake is responsible for the subsequent aftershock events. We also calculate the coulomb stress changes on the hypocenter of each aftershock. These analysis provide insight into whether the M7.8 earthquake results in a coulomb stress change that promotes failure of the subsequent aftershock sequence along the main thrust interface system.

2. Coulomb Stress Triggering Principle

The brittle failure of rock is due to the combination of normal and shear stress conditions according to the Coulomb-Mohr failure criterion [9]. The coulomb stress changes caused by the earlier earthquake can explain the epicenter location of aftershocks [10, 11]. The aftershocks probably occur in that location where the coulomb stress exceeds the failure strength of the fault surface. We can assume that the fault plane is developed in the rock and the internal friction coefficient will not change with time. Then, the fault plane will generate shear failure when the shear stress ($\tau$) reaches the frictional strength ($\tau_f$). Harris [12] defined ($\tau - \tau_f$) as Coulomb failure stress (CFS):

$$\text{CFS} = \tau - \tau_f = \tau - s - \mu (\sigma_n - p)$$

where $s$ is cohesion and $\mu$ is internal friction coefficient, respectively. $\sigma_n$ is normal stress on the fault plane and $p$ is pore pressure, respectively [5]. Then the change of coulomb failure stress is defined as follows:

$$\Delta \text{CFS} = \Delta \tau + \mu \Delta \sigma_n,$$

where $\Delta \tau$ is the shear stress in the direction of slip on the receiver fault plane. $\Delta \sigma_n$ is the normal stress change (positive for extension). $\Delta p$ is the pore pressure change, and $\mu$ is the coefficient of friction, which ranges from 0.6 to 0.8 for most intact rocks [12]. Assuming the medium is homogeneous and isotropic, and the pore pressure change is related to the normal stress, so the above formula can be transformed into [5]

$$\Delta \text{CFS} = \Delta \tau + \mu' \Delta \sigma,$$

where $\mu' = \mu(1 - \beta)$ is the apparent coefficient of friction. $\beta$ is the Skempton’s coefficient, which describes the change in pore pressure that results from a change in an externally applied stress and often ranges in value from 0.5 to 1.0 [13, 14]. The theoretical range of the apparent coefficient of friction is from 0 to 0.8 but is typically found to be around 0.4 [12, 15]. This value is commonly used in calculations of coulomb stress changes to minimize uncertainty [16]. Previous researchers adopted deduced values of $0.2 \leq \mu' \leq 0.75$ to calculate the coulomb failure stress changes, such as the 1979 Homestead Valley [17], 1984 Morgan Hill [18], 1987 Superstition Hills [19], and 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes [10]. In this study, we examined $\mu' = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6$, and 0.8, respectively. We found that the coulomb failure changes only in detail with three different values, which is consistent with previous conclusions. So we take the calculation results with $\mu' = 0.4$ for the following analysis and discussion.

The strong earthquake could reduce the accumulated tectonic stress on the whole but result in partial stress increases that will trigger subsequent earthquakes. Aftershock activities are promoted when a fault plane or specified nodal plane experiences a stress increase, especially the increased value
Figure 2: The source models of the Nepal M7.8 earthquake (unit: m). (a) is the finite fault model given by Gavin Hayes [7]; (b) is the kinematic rupture model inverted by Han Yue [8].

exceeds the assumed threshold value of 0.1 bar [1]. It means that the fault plane is near failure before the earthquake since the threshold is relatively low [20]. Based on the failure theory above, we study whether the aftershock activities occurred in regions of stress increase. The Dislocation Theory demonstrates the interrelation between the stress field on the discontinuous plane and surrounding around in the continuous medium. Based on the geometric parameters of earthquake dislocation plane, we can calculate the coulomb failure stress in the elastomer’s interior [5]. In this study, we examine the coulomb failure stress changes caused by the M7.8 Nepal earthquake and reveal its triggering effect to the aftershocks with M > 6.

To calculate the reliable coulomb failure stress changes, we need to build a more realistic finite fault failure model. To compare the calculation results of the coulomb stress changes, we adopt two source models that had been inverted with different inversion techniques.

The first source model is inverted from Global Seismic Network (GSN) broadband waveforms by Gavin Hayes (Figure 2(a)) [7, 21]. Gavin Hayes had used GSN broadband waveforms downloaded from the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) waveform server and analyzed 42 teleseismic broadband P waveforms, 15 broadband SH waveforms, and 62 long period surface waves selected based on data quality and azimuthal distribution. Waveforms were first converted to displacement by removing the instrument response and then used to constrain the slip history using a finite fault inverse algorithm [22].

The second source model is given by Yue Han by exploring both a regularized multi-time-window approach and an unsmoothed Bayesian formulation (Figure 2(b)) [8, 23]. Yue Han had used a variety of datasets including teleseismic body wave records, static and high rate GPS observations, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) offset images, and interferometric SAR (InSAR). InSAR interferograms from ALOS-2, RADARSAT-2, and Sentinel-1a satellites were used in the joint inversion.

The two kinds of models are different in details, but they both show that the general azimuth of the fault plane is approximately consistent. Both of the results show that the Nepal M7.8 earthquake is characterized by unilateral rupture extending along strike direction approximately 70 km to the southeast and 40 km along dip direction. As shown in Figure 2, the different color indicates the amplitude of slip. The deeper the color, the greater the amount of the slip. For the M7.8 main shock, the strike of the fault rupture plane is 295° and the dip is 10° NNE. The rupture surface is approximately 220 km along strike and 180 km along downdip. The seismic moment release based upon this plane is \(8.1 \times 10^{27}\) dyne·cm.

3. Coulomb Stress Changes Derived on Assumed Rupture Planes

We collect the focal mechanisms of four M > 6 aftershocks from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Based on the source models of Gavin Hayes and Han Yue, with the Coulomb 3.3 program, we calculate the coulomb stress changes on both nodal planes of the high-quality focal mechanism solutions in their rake directions (Figures 3 and 4). The calculation of coulomb stress changes on the nodal planes of aftershock focal mechanism solutions is a direct application of the coulomb hypothesis.

The theory of stress triggering demonstrates that the receiving faults describe the comprehensive features of the areal faults. Different receiving faults reflect different responses of coulomb failure stress produced by the main shock. In this study, we use the nodal planes of the four M > 6 aftershocks from USGS and CMT. We consider both of the nodal plane of each aftershock as the receiving faults to make sure that there are no omissions. Thus, we calculate
Figure 3: Continued.
the coulomb stress change on the nodal plane that is most consistent with the orientation of rupture for the four larger aftershocks.

We assume that the model is a half-space elastic medium, and the Young's modulus is $8.0 \times 10^5$ bar. The Poisson's ratio is 0.25 and the effective friction coefficient is 0.4. The coulomb failure stress, produced by the Nepal M7.8 main shock on the rupture surface and focal depth of the aftershocks, is essential for us to explore the causes of the larger aftershocks.

Figure 3 shows the coulomb failure stress produced by the Nepal M7.8 earthquake on both nodal planes of the four M > 6 aftershocks based on Gavin Hayes's finite fault model. Figures 3 and 4 for each aftershock are different in detail due to representing two different nodal planes. Among the four M > 6 aftershocks, three of them occurred in the increased coulomb stress area. Conversely, the M7.8 exert a negative coulomb stress change on both of the nodal planes for the M6.6 aftershock. Overall, we observe that most of the aftershocks experience positive coulomb stress change that would promote or trigger failure.

Figure 4 demonstrates the coulomb failure stress caused by the Nepal M7.8 earthquake on both nodal planes of the four M > 6 aftershocks based on Yue Han's kinematic rupture model. As shown in Figure 4, the coulomb stress changes are quite different with Figure 3. However, there are at least two aspects in common. Firstly, there occurs a negative coulomb stress zone with a NW-SE direction near the M7.8 earthquake epicenter. In general, a large-magnitude earthquake decreases the stress along a fault. Secondly, three of the M > 6 aftershocks occurred in the positive coulomb stress area, which is consistent with the calculation results in Figure 3. In summary, we can conclude that most of the M > 6 aftershocks occurred in the area of increased coulomb stress.

We can also make a further inference that most of the M > 6 aftershocks are triggered by the M7.8 earthquake.

It should be noted that both of the M7.3 and M6.3 aftershocks occurred on May 12, 2015. The M7.3 earthquake is 31 minutes earlier than the M6.3 event. The M6.3 aftershock epicenter lies 22 km to the south of the M7.3 earthquake. So, we were wondering if the M6.3 aftershock is promoted or triggered by the M7.3 earthquake. Based on the source modes of M7.3 earthquake inverted by Gavin Hayes and Han Yue, we also calculate the coulomb stress changes on both nodal planes of the M6.3 aftershock (Figures 5 and 6). We find that the coulomb stress change at the location of the M6.3 aftershock is consistent with triggering by the M7.3 earthquake. It means that both of the M7.8 and M7.3 earthquake promote or trigger the M6.3 aftershock.

4. Coulomb Stress Changes Estimated on the Focal Source

In this section, we also calculate the coulomb stress changes on the focal source inside the crust. The coulomb stress changes at the source point could be more accurate and appropriate to explain the stress triggering effect. Since the earthquake location accuracy is relatively low and the results of focal mechanism solutions given by different research institutes are different in details, we collect the USGS data to calculate the stress changes triggered by the M7.8 main shock (Table 1). Apart from this calculation, we also calculate the stress changes in the focal source of the M6.3 aftershock triggered by the M7.3 earthquake (Table 2). We can find that the coulomb stress changes greatly due to the stress triggering effect. For the M6.6 aftershock, the coulomb stress changes on the focal source decreased 3.1 bar and 4.2 bar based on Gavin
Figure 4: Continued.
Hayes’s model. It decreased 6.1 bar and 4.4 bar, respectively, based on Han Yue’s mode, which agrees well with the results in Section 3. For the other three \( M > 6 \) aftershocks, the Coulomb stress changes on both fault planes increase at varying degrees. The results indicate that most of the aftershocks were triggered by the Coulomb stress produced by the M7.8 main shock. In addition, the M7.3 aftershock also promotes or triggers the occurrence of the M6.3 event.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, the interaction between the Nepal M7.8 main shock and other \( M > 6 \) aftershocks was analyzed with the static stress triggering approach. It should be noted that the occurrence of an earthquake is controlled by many factors, among which the geodynamic background is the most important. It is difficult to explain the complex geological phenomenon only by a model or theory. The original intention of this study is to provide a more reliable seismic hazard assessment in the Nepal earthquake zone by considering the interaction of the earthquake sequences.

In this paper, we only analyzed the stress triggering effect of 4 larger aftershocks and did not investigate the other minor aftershocks. The calculation results demonstrate that, depending on two kinds of source models, three in four \( M > 6 \) aftershocks received a positive Coulomb stress contribution.
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Table 2: The stress changes result of the M6.3 aftershock triggered by the M7.3 earthquake.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earthquake</th>
<th>Coordinates (°)</th>
<th>Depth (km)</th>
<th>Fault plane (°)</th>
<th>Coulomb stress changes based on Hayes's model (bar)</th>
<th>Coulomb stress changes based on Yue's model (bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M6.3</td>
<td>27.625</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>274.14,89</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>1.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86.162</td>
<td>95.76,90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>1.312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
